Diagnosing glaucoma progression: current practice and promising technologies.
An update on recent work is provided that has broadened our understanding of the evaluation of visual function and structure, and their use in evaluating glaucoma progression. The challenge of determining visual-field progression and the implications of long-term fluctuation are reviewed and data to support the magnitude of the fluctuation are cited. The use of confirmatory testing can limit the over diagnosis of glaucoma progression. Focusing visual-field testing on the locations of present scotomas or using frequency doubling technology may provide new approaches to assessing visual function. New standardized techniques to interpret visual fields, including neural networks, unsupervised machine learning and pointwise linear regression, may provide more quantitative means for visual-field interpretation. These techniques, along with structural evaluation of the optic nerve and nerve fiber layer, are essential in glaucoma management. Optic-nerve-head photography is still a mainstay in evaluating glaucoma progression, although many technologies including scanning laser tomography, scanning laser polarimetry and optical coherence tomography offer more quantitative means to follow structural change. These modalities, in different ways, show promise in providing additional information regarding the stability of glaucoma. Identifying the functional visual component as well as structural changes is essential in evaluating glaucoma progression. New techniques of testing and evaluating visual fields, the optic-nerve head, and the retinal nerve fiber layer offer exciting opportunities to more accurately identify glaucoma progression, and are likely to become more central as imaging devices and software support develop further.